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1. Title: Atal Anand Ghan Van forest! (Miyawaki Dense Forest) 

2. Objectives –  

1. More number of Plants in short place 

2.  To increase oxygen level in atmosphere 

3.  To increase forestation in urban area 

4.  To win battle against pollution, try to keep environment balance through tree plantation. 

5.  To bring the spare land into plantation. 

6.  To create awareness among the students and neighborhood community 

7.  Participation in National Developmental Programme 

3)   The context –College is located geographically in an average rainfall and drought-prone 

area where summer is always very hot. The college possesses so much agricultural land but 

cannot produce the crops due to irregular and average rainfall. All students of the college are 

from such agrarian families. Therefore college has decided to create a model for society by 

utilizing its land optimally. So the innovative concept was came into existence i.e. Atal Anand 

Ghan van forest! It is one of the unique 

4)     The Practice – The College has total 10 acres of land out of which a meager land is 

available for plantation. The college has a magnificent Ladies Hostel surrounded with varieties 

of green trees. College entrance is beautifully decorated with the green landscaping with pleasant 

trees. As per the guidelines of the CDC and IQAC, it was decided to set up Atal Anand Ghan 

Van Forest (Dense forest) in the college occupying nearly on 10 R land. It is Japanese Miyabaki 

forest technique. Its main object is to increase O2 scale in the atmosphere. If planted as per the 



plan it takes 10 to 12 thousand trees in a acre. It provides 13% forest shade. This type of 

experiment has been carried in Banglore, Hyderabad and Anandvan in Chandrapur district of 

Maharashtra. Our Govt. of Maharashtra has promoted to implement this plan in govt. 

institutions, schools and colleges. Beed district covers only 3% of forest so we have made a 

model project to be followed by the community and other offices. Its main characteristic is 

minimum place maximum number of co-supportive trees. This maiden project was initiated in 

college campus on 01/07/2021. Now the scenery is noteworthy and eye catching. All students 

and staff jointly participated in this venture. Local students inspired by this task and motivating 

the community carry this in their barren land. 

 There are 34 types of plants. That divided into three sub parts Main trees, Canopy and Herbs. 

These are Tamarind, Aovla, wood apple, shivan, wild okra, Sisoo, Pongaria, Ritha, Custard 

apple, Guava, drum stick, ber, Khair, Pimple, Hibiscus, Agave, Basil, Adulsa, Jasmine, rose etc. 

5)  Evidence of Success- Trees planted under Atal Anand Ghan Van forest scheme watered 

through drip irrigation system so it saves wastage of water. Minerals and compost fertilizers 

would be provided as per requirement and appropriate scale.  Such attempts in rural area may be 

adopted in urban cities where there is scarcity of open land. Almost all the trees planted under 

this scheme is vibrant, full lush and green. Dense forest is actually dense, realized after only four 

months in our campus. 

6)     Problems Encountered and Resource Required - 

          As mentioned above this institution comes under draught prone area. Scarcity of water is 

crying need of every summer. Green, lush plants seems dried in summer. Sometimes these 

succumb to death because of hot atmosphere and scarcity of water. Teaching and non-teaching 

staff raised the fund and spent on water tankers to water plantation in the summer. However, this 

year, the scenario is little positive. Truly, water scarcity is a serious issue. Drip irrigation is used 

to this plant hence water is saved. This is maiden project in this area no prior knowledge about 

its implementation hence department in our taluka helped us many ways. They provided us a 

plantation chart. We all followed it strictly and planted 1810 new plants. Drip system saves 

water. Field pond will be used for its survival in emergency period of summer. It needs more 



water in first year then ultimately its consumption will be directed to natural water resources. 

After two or three months it turns into dark shade forest and minimum evaporation took place. 

Trees must be selected as per guidelines because these are supportive to each other. There is a 

combination of shrubs, canopy trees and large trees. 

7)   Notes- 

       This project is invented by Japanese Botanist Miyabaki hence it has been known as 

Miyabaki project too. This is one of the modern Botanical discovery. It must be adopted by all 

the countries in the world because world has been changing overwhelmed populated. There is 

very small places which are called open places in big cities and towns. Dense forest needs a little 

place to be started. It all the urban places follow t5his pattern, oxygen level in the atmosphere 

will be automatically increased. One R land could grow minimum 250 to 300 plants. There are 

several barren corners pieces in the cities, if this method could be implemented in such places 

greenery can be aromatically be increased. The base reason of global warming is degradation in 

forestry. Minimum 33% area must be under forest for human wellbeing. Percentage of 

forestation shall increase with this project implementation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Best practice II 

1. Title: River Cleaning and widening its depth and width 

2. Objectives : 

1. To spread the message of river cleaning 

2.  To aware the people about rivers and their importance in human life. 

3.  To increase the water table level in the adopted village 

4.  To increase the feelings of integrity in the common people 

5.  To preach the people United we stand divided we fall 

6.  To be part of National campaign ‘ Clean India ‘ 

7.  Protect rivers and their sanctity 

3)     The context: 

      Our college has adopted nearby village Saratewadgaon for its overall development since last 

four yours. Different innovative ideas and activities are implemented for villagers awareness and 

inspiration during this period. The river Mehakari is flowing between Anandwadi and 

Saratewadgaon. This year being lockdown period and online education our NSS unit got spare 

time to do innovative work in the adopted village. Mayor of the village with his corporate body 

took the resolution to clean the river Mehakari  with the help of our college NSS team and 

Experts.  

4)    The Practice: 

       Almost All the villagers brought together for this herculean task. Majority of them are 

peasants and illiterate. This is very tiny village but it is known all over the state because of it’s 

participated in PAANI FOUNDATION and achieving third price in the state. The strength of 

unity and integrity villagers have actually tasted many times. Both the side of the river basin 

widened 1/2 km. Now the water not only runs slow in this region but also percolation took place 

in abundant scale. Both the sides of the basin are decorated by planting 3,000 lush and green 

vegetation. That includes Coconut, Guava, Banboo, forest trees and many more. 



5)     Evidence of Success: 

       Villagers with intention or without intention encroaches the river every year hence the basin 

of the river falls narrower and narrower. In monsoon flow of the water runs fast through the 

basin resulting no percolation of water: after monsoon river basin dries because it doesn’t 

resulted in any water pockets in the nearby area. Villagers have to face drought famine years 

after years. There is percolation machinery which will increase water table level. It creates water 

reservoir pockets in the heart of the river basin. No one is responsible for this situation but on the 

other hand all are responsible.  

6)     Problems Encountered and Resource Required: 

          Rustic peoples have to persuade in this direction and have to realize that rivers are our 

veins and when veins block nothing remains in life. Some of the leaders of villagers were send to 

observe watery village Ralegansiddhi, and Hivare bajar to observe the work already done in this 

regard. Another big obstacle was fund; villagers come together and raised fund of rupees 

2,00,000/- ICICI forum came forth with helping hand and donated rupees 4,40,000/- for this task. 

All the expenditure was audited by the Mayor of the village. With this money a Pock Land and 

JCB hired for 11 days. ½ kilometer river is widened with required depth. This all task was 

carried out with the guidelines of Agriculture officers and Hydrologist. 

7)     Notes: 

         Indian villagers can come together but they need leaders. Unity and integrity can be 

realized by doing great tasks. Rivers are veins of life. These are congested human have invaded 

on them at different places. The rivers are suffocating, needs to revive. These treasure must be 

maintained with care. 
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TE AqT( Dense Forest) 

MTCS ezdt } 

3iHRI A4iaTh) qi-t 1970 He qa 

THRTT HAT Ygdt 1800 aH 3HRTI 

Hotayet udfeaia 3mUTuqra uRTKda 
HT TEG. FUTT HTRA FRQHR THA 
HERT ITYATH FT Potential Natural 

Vegetation (PNV) I HHTAR 

3uth TB. HUIaTchI ugTiAaMes 

al HTCRUYTYITd 100% TTH 

fHyraich qiaTg... Read more 13:24 pm 
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hIs, aEHIoNT&t aTUTR 

3HT4YC5 3HT. IqqRtaR AIa 

chut, TRREST THTR JH 

3HTCRY5 HT. 

AreairHICR7eT HTICTI 

7A Density) 3raTdi. 3 ud at 

3TeUTeTTITaSiaT THTT Area)* 
TrITTasiaI ETaT( Density)= 
KeRUT IISii TET (Tota) 

Message 



4) HTc TTidiTi gRUT TREAT = 

TET/ 100 

Iyii faRTctaT 3HTCHR HTR 13 em 

Message 



uii fRTctaT 3ATC5TR THTR 12 cm 
x 25 cm 3TH HITI SAÍ. JTHTBÍ A3 

HIGI TTd. zTUjYT 3TYTRTHTÖt 5TOAT 

T yqtarutty HTT, HITT VUT 

3HTCR4c5 HT. JTTT TR RÍHE qH 

HTS. 
3T. AScoT, ToA, NaG, 
sual,Rag, igTKTE, JATe, 
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T1. DRUT, FIATYI6,U5, IIT, 

3) 15 35 AR Iatuda aiauTRt HIS. 

, arE1,aTYa fATTTat 

3I. 3HaT, HIT, TS, fïys, aq 

qTHeiT RIT IATUT 
yaiy Ydt- 8d12 
3uq-25 30 % 
q- 40 50% 
Ch1-TUT qH - 15d 20 
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qHRT| TERTHTUT 
VeUT THTT 100 iRR HHR 3THYTH 

TT HtAeTR YTHT 700 fscÝHA, 
HOEAI aefcs HIAt 700 feiciliA, 
Tt Td 600 fhoiuA aTURT TITA. 

qTRGTRC ugita yehI YRIA 400 ITS 
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3) -TdA 30 Zareh TIRd yHTUITd 

3TTTCR TYR Fat. 

4J Ta 25 30 2ae f9c5 ahla 

3T4iHISs TYTT Gat. 

5) IS A:T HRITTI AA: TYTR 

THTUT TGd. 

4TT RHU gd. 

8) RIH HTUd TEit ayUTeRÍAT 

Message 
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10) 6Idi a GTUY|I HTE JIYT 
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Best Practice River widening and increasing depth 

 

 

 



 

 



 



 

 

 



 

 



 


